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Celebrating National Pink Day? Grease is the word. The ultimate movie/musical – killer dance moves, high school romance, John Travolta (slash 

that I want) – is also an explosion of fifties fuchsia, bubblegum blush and bad-girl black. But what are good are those varsity jackets and preppy pencil

skirts without the requisite retro accessories?

Beauty school dropouts, coif your curls with a polka dot head bandeau. It also doubles as a neck scarf. Hello, night at the drive-in.

A pair of lace-up sneakers are essential for hitting the beach. And don’t forget to keep the rays away with our cat’s eye sunnies

Whether you’re settling in for a sleepover or dolling up for a drag race, keep your secrets safe with our diary clutch.
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And the high heeled mule will have your chills multiplyin’ before you can say Sandra Dee.

Because, as the Rydell High kids say, it’s not whether you win or lose, it’s what you do with your dancing shoes.
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Though only one scene of it takes place on New Years, it’s the ultimate New Year’s movie: a New York story of true love, that asks one of humanity’s

burning questions: can men and women really be friends?

When Harry Met Sally also happens to be a visual feast of colour and style: warm winter tones, holiday party hues, and the glimmer and glitz of New

Year’s Eve in NYC. From young Sally’s late ‘70s knee socks and Farah Fawcett ‘do to her late ‘80s androgynous chic blazers and tweeds, 

down in the history books of film fashion, and holds an honoured place in our DVD collection.

Get Meg Ryan’s menswear-inspired look from top to bottom for a stroll through Central Park. Must-haves: a pair of classic 

Stopping at The Strand for some book browsing? A black crossover bag will hold all your finds, and a pair of deliciously accented 
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off the winter chill. Stylish, yet practical? We’ll have what she’s having.

There’s only one way to ring in 2014: with a suede, low-heeled pump, the ultimate shoe for dancing the night away. Don’t forget some 

the perfect complement for your unforgettable cocktail gown. Here’s to old friends, a new year, and love that’s here to stay.
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In this edition of Filmspired, we celebrate Halloween – but leave your masks and scythes at home. 50 years ago, Alfred Hitchcock’s 

changed how we saw our winged friends… and cemented Tippi Hedren’s place in the pages of Hollywood history.

Capture the classic, elegant lines of early ‘60s style with a pair of classic black snakeskin pumps. They’re the perfect match for a shift dress, jacket and

pearls.

Or, should you need to drive a rickety motorboat across a bay, compliment your fur coat (faux, s’il vous plaît) with a pair in cognac

night.

To complete the outfit, you’ll need a vintage-style handbag that fits more than meets the eye. Making a quick getaway in your convertible? Slip on some
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driving gloves before zooming out of town.

But if you want a souvenir of this most timeless cinematic thriller, add some sparkle to your décolletage with a fine-feathered necklace

windows shut tight.
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If the clothes make the man, there’s no question that accessories make the clothes. Dark florals and skate inspired looks are one of this summer’s most

up-and-coming menswear trends, but the art of pairing them is a fine one.

Balance is key: think relaxed, rugged and playful. Hawaiian shirts are one option, but better yet is a twist on the classic button-down with patterned

sleeves, cuffs or collar. Then add this season’s is a must-have men’s shoe: the printed slip-on. Smarter than a sandal and easier than a lace-up with its

subtle geometric print is the perfect mix of carefree and fashion-aware. Wear it sockless for best effect.

A statement watch with a striped wristband is timeless, yet timely. Its striped accent and chunky face make it both preppy and practical – especially with

multiple, interchangeable straps. And just because you can, top off the look with a pair of statement aviators like these 

a throwback to the ‘70s Robert Redford (Three Days of Condor) or more of an ‘80s Tom Cruise (Top Gun), they’re the finishing touch to your print-
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perfection.
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